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Fun campaign, scenarios are good and immersive. Felt like a race to Tunis then hitting a huge wall. Love the type of scripted
events what with the Mateur counter-attack. The pop-up message adds a ton of drama surprisingly, and should be used for all
these types of events. The trigger for this one (Mateur) however needs some work as it's too easy to cheese if you know the
hexes to not cross then just wait it out and get a cheap marginal victory. Some of the unit icons need updating. The M4A3 you
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can (and should) start off with incorrectly shows the 76mm gun while the M4A3E2(76) shows the short barrel. The latter not
being available until '45.. I really enjoy Panzer Corps, and the base game is fun- but the US Corps DLC is broken on many
levels. Play balance is all kinds of messed up, I'm fairly certain there is a bug making German troops do ridiculous damage (eg
A Kradschutzen - motorcycle infantry, doing 5-8 points of damage to the biggest tank on the US side) and the scenarios
themselves are an exercise in frustration and overwhelming odds against. I've played the regular game and the Grand Campaign
and never come across the bizarre unfairness in this DLC. Many times it feels as if the computer is outright cheating. Played
and replayed the scenarios many times and it all feels like a slog, not very enjoyable. Stick to the Grand Campaign and the
Soviet DLC.this one should be tossed in the trash.. Just what I was waiting for. I was getting tired of the slew of games aimed
towards the eastern front and couldn't wait until the US forces were featured again. I loved the grand campaign for Germany
(although, admittedly, I've never loved playing any war games as Germany). That said, it tells you how great the Panzer Corps
series is. It's simple to play but complex enough to hold your interest. One of the things that most war games lack is proper stat
tracking. Yes, I like winning objectives and beating the game. There is some satisfaction there for sure. But tracking all of your
units kill counts, battles, won objectives.those help tell you how you achieved glory. I also like the hero modifiers and medals. It
adds a nice touch and contributes to immersion. This DLC is pretty cheap and like the German Grand Campaign, it tracks your
units stats across all three DLC installments for the US forces. Great game. Looking forward to Panzer Corps II.. how do i start
this once I download it on steam? it shows up in a line under panzer corps, says installed, but there is nothing to clik either there,
or even when i clik on panzer corps. help.. U.S. Corps '42 is a challenging campaign, mired with scripts, spelling mistakes and
gamebreaking scenario writing. I enjoy Panzer Corps, however this DLC is not very fun. The player has very little control over
the missions. And, while continuously complimented by the big brass, actually gets addressed with suicide objectives (which
change mid-scenario). One is outmanned, outgunned and outflown by enemy planes that appear out of thin air (due to the small
maps). Prepare to save-scum through this chore/campaign. Replaying whole scenario's, because of certain unexplained scripting
one couldn't expect. It's a shame, for this is the very start of the 3 DLC U.S. Corps campaign. The later 2 DLC, which I have no
intent on grabbing, are said to be even more difficult. I generally don't mind it, however, artificial difficulty (through scripts &
limited control) is an abhorrence. This one is a NO from me. Get the Soviet DLC instead.. how do i start this once I download it
on steam? it shows up in a line under panzer corps, says installed, but there is nothing to clik either there, or even when i clik on
panzer corps. help.. I really enjoy Panzer Corps, and the base game is fun- but the US Corps DLC is broken on many levels.
Play balance is all kinds of messed up, I'm fairly certain there is a bug making German troops do ridiculous damage (eg A
Kradschutzen - motorcycle infantry, doing 5-8 points of damage to the biggest tank on the US side) and the scenarios
themselves are an exercise in frustration and overwhelming odds against. I've played the regular game and the Grand Campaign
and never come across the bizarre unfairness in this DLC. Many times it feels as if the computer is outright cheating. Played
and replayed the scenarios many times and it all feels like a slog, not very enjoyable. Stick to the Grand Campaign and the
Soviet DLC.this one should be tossed in the trash.. U.S. Corps '42 is a challenging campaign, mired with scripts, spelling
mistakes and gamebreaking scenario writing. I enjoy Panzer Corps, however this DLC is not very fun. The player has very little
control over the missions. And, while continuously complimented by the big brass, actually gets addressed with suicide
objectives (which change mid-scenario). One is outmanned, outgunned and outflown by enemy planes that appear out of thin air
(due to the small maps). Prepare to save-scum through this chore/campaign. Replaying whole scenario's, because of certain
unexplained scripting one couldn't expect. It's a shame, for this is the very start of the 3 DLC U.S. Corps campaign. The later 2
DLC, which I have no intent on grabbing, are said to be even more difficult. I generally don't mind it, however, artificial
difficulty (through scripts & limited control) is an abhorrence. This one is a NO from me. Get the Soviet DLC instead.
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